In some Fe-based superconductors, C4 symmetry breaking occurs at T * , which is tens of Kelvin higher than the structural transition temperature TS. In this "hidden" nematic state at TS < T < T * , the orthorhombicity is tiny [φ = (a − b)/(a + b) ≪ 0.1%], but clear evidences of bulk phase transition have been accumulated. To explain this long-standing mystery, we propose the emergence of antiferro-bond (AFB) order with the antiferro wavevector q = (0, π) at T = T * , by which the characteristic phenomena below T * are satisfactorily explained. This AFB order originates from the inter-orbital nesting between the dxy-orbital hole-pocket and the electron-pocket, and this interorbital order naturally explains the pseudogap, band-folding, and tiny nematicity that is linear in T * − T . The AFB order at T * does not interrupt the ferro-orbital order at TS owing to the difference in the orbital selectivity. In addition, we discuss the significant role of AFB fluctuations on the pairing mechanism in Ba122 families.
The emergence of rich nematic phase transitions is a central unsolved issue in Fe-based superconductors. At the structural transition temperature T S , ferro-orbital (FO) order with ψ ≡ (n xz − n yz )/(n xz + n yz ) = 0 is driven by electron correlation [1] , by which the orthorhombicity φ = (a − b)/(a + b) occurs in proportion to ψ. Above T S , the electronic nematic susceptibility develops divergently [2] [3] [4] [5] . As possible mechanisms of nematicity, both spin-nematic scenarios [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and the orbital/charge-order scenarios [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] have been proposed. However, the nematicity in Fe-based superconductors was recently reported to exhibit very rich variety beyond the original expectation. Famous discoveries are the nematicity without magnetization in FeSe and the nematicity with B 2g symmetry in the heavily hole-doped compound AFe 2 As 2 (A=Cs, Rb) [25] [26] [27] [28] , which is rotated by 45 • with respect to the nematicity in FeSe. These nematic orders are naturally understood as the spin-fluctuation-driven bond-order described by the Aslamazov-Larkin (AL) and Maki-Thompson (MT) vertex corrections (VCs) [17] .
The most significant open issue in the nematicity is the emergence of another nematicity in various Ba122 compounds below T = T * , which is higher than T S by tens of Kelvin. A true second-order bulk nematic transition at T * has been reported in many experimental studies, such as a magnetic torque study [29] , an X-ray study [30] , an optical measurement study [31] , and a laser Photoemission electron microscope study [32] .
Below T * , the orthorhombicity φ is finite but very small (≪ 0.1%), but a sizable pseudogap and the shadow band exist [33, 34] . The exponent of the nematicity ψ ∝ φ ∝ (T * − T ) α is α ∼ 1, which is much larger than the mean-field exponent (1/2). The relation φ ∝ (T * −T ) is also observed in NaFeAs [35] . One may consider that the nematicity at T * is not a true phase transition, but reflects the inhomogeneity of the FO-order transition temperature T S due to local uniaxial pressure and randomness [7, 36, 37] . On the other hand, T * seems to be insensitive to the sample quality, and the domain structure of nematicity observed in the C 4 phase above T S [31, 32] is homogeneous. The aim of this study is to reveal the origin of this mysterious hidden nematic state below T = T * , and to explain why multistage-nematic transitions (at T = T * and T S ) emerge in Ba122 and NaFeAs families.
In this paper, we predict the emergence of antiferrobond (AFB) order with the antiferro wavevector q = (0, π) at T = T * , above the FO-order transition temperature T S . Below T * , the AFB order causes a pseudogap in the density of states and the small T -linear nematicity ψ ∝ T * − T . The AFB order does not interrupt the ferro-orbital order at T S , because these order parameters have different orbital components. Thus, both the spin and nematic susceptibilities, χ s (Q) and χ nem (0), respectively, show only a small anomaly at T = T * . The inter-orbital order below T * is driven by the higher-order VCs in the presence of inter-orbital nesting between d xyorbital hole-pocket and electron-pockets. The present theory naturally explains the long-standing mystery of the hidden nematic state below T * in Ba122 and NaFeAs families, in both of which T -linear nematicity has been reported [29, 35] . Finally, we discuss the significant role of the AFB fluctuations on the superconducting pairing mechanism. The s ++ -wave state without sign reversal is favored by the AFB fluctuations, which is the extensive of the previous charge quadrupole mechanism [16] .
Below, we denote the five d-orbitals d 3z 2 −r 2 , d xz , d yz , d xy , and d x 2 −y 2 as l = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. We analyze the following two-dimensional eight-orbital d-p Hubbard model with parameter r [19] :
where H 0 is the unfolded tight-binding model for BaFe 2 As 2 [38] or FeSe [19] ; more details are presented in Supplementary Material (SM) A [39] . Furthermore, H U is the first-principles screened Coulomb potential for d-electrons [40] , and r is the reduction parameter. We calculate the spin (charge) susceptibilitiesχ s(c) (q) for q = (q, ω m = 2mπT ) based on the random-phaseapproximation (RPA). The spin Stoner factor α s is defined as the maximum eigenvalue ofΓ sχ0 (q, 0), wherê Γ s(c) is the bare Coulomb interaction for the spin (charge) channel, andχ 0 is the irreducible susceptibilities given by the Green function without self-energyĜ(k) = [(iǫ n − µ)1 −ĥ 0 (k)] −1 for k = [k, ǫ n = (2n + 1)πT ]. Here,ĥ 0 (k) is the matrix expression of H 0 and µ is the chemical po- tential. Details ofΓ s(c) ,χ s(c) (q), andχ 0 (q) are presented in SM A [39] . We use N = 64 × 64 k-meshes and 512 Matsubara frequencies, and fix the parameters r = 0.303 in the BaFe 2 As 2 model unless otherwise noted. Figure  1 (c) shows the obtained spin susceptibilities χ s 4,4;4,4 (q, 0) and χ s 3,4;3,4 (q, 0) for α s = 0.951 at T = 32.4meV in the BaFe 2 As 2 model. They have peak at q = (0, π) due to the intra-orbital or the inter-orbital (3-4) nesting. The FSs of NaFeAs are similar to those in Fig. 1(a) . χ s 4,4;4,4 is larger than χ s 3,3;3,3 because the intra-d xy -orbital nesting between e-FS1,2 and h-FS3 is better than the intra-d yz -orbital nesting between e-FS2 and h-FS1,2.
Hereafter, we study the symmetry breaking in the selfenergyf q for wavevector q based on the density-wave (DW) equation introduced in Ref. [19, 28, 41] . We calculate both the momentum and orbital dependences of f self-consistently to analyze both the orbital order and bond order on equal footing. To identify the realized DW with wavevector q, we solve the following linearized DW equation:
where λ q is the eigenvalue of the DW equation. The DW with wavevector q appears when λ q = 1, and the eigenvectorf q (k) gives the DW form factor. Details of the kernel functionK q (k, k ′ ) are given in SM A [39] . The MT terms and AL terms are included in the kernel function, as shown by the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1(d) .
Near the magnetic criticality, the AL terms are strongly enhanced in proportion to p χ s (p)χ s (p+q), resulting in strong charge-spin mode coupling. Thus, the AL terms cause the spin-fluctuation-driven DW order. Figure 2 (a) shows the T dependencies of eigenvalue λ q for q = 0 FO order and q = (0, π) AFB order. λ (0,π) reaches 1 at T * = 32.4meV, and λ 0 reaches 1 at T S = 27.8meV successively in the BaFe 2 As 2 model. Thus, the AFB order is expected to emerge as the hidden nematic state at T * (> T S ). The blue dotted line in Fig. 2(a) shows λ 0 under the AFB order for T < T * . λ 0 is suppressed only slightly by the AFB order owing to the orbital selectivity in nematicity, that is, the FOorder and AFB-order parameters have different orbital component. Details are given in SM B and C [39] . On the other hand, AFB order is absent in the FeSe model because λ (0,π) is always less than λ 0 , as shown in Fig.  2(b) . This result is consistent with the absence of the hidden nematic order in FeSe [42] . From the solutionf q (k) of the DW equation, we derive the static form factorf q (k) at ǫ = 0 based on analytic continuation. Figure 3 (a) shows the dominant form factor f q 3,4 (k) for q = (0, π) obtained in the BaFe 2 As 2 model, which is normalized as max k |f (0,π) 3,4 (k)| = 1. Other sub-dominant components are shown in SM B [39] . Focusing on the X and M points, f (0,π) 3,4 (k) is proportional to − cos(k y ), which corresponds to the inter-orbital AFB order, where the y-direction hoppings between orbitals 3 and 4 are modulated by the correlation hopping δt 3,4 (y; y ± 1) = −δt 4,3 (y; y ± 1) = δt(−1) y as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Note that δt l,m (y; y ′ ) ≡ δt m,l (y ′ ; y).
is closely related to the inter-orbital nesting Q = (0, π) between orbitals 3 in e-FS1 and orbital 4 in h-FS3 as well as the forward intra-orbital interaction of orbital 4 in h-FS3, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . In order to clarify the origin of the inter-orbital AFB order, we show the contributions from the MT term and AL term to the total λ q separately in Fig. 3(c) . We see that the contribution from the AL term is dominant at q ∼ 0 and q ∼ (0, π), while the contribution from the MT term is large only at q ∼ (0, π). Figure 3(d) shows the dominant AL term for the form factor f (0,π) 3,4 (k), where k is on h-FS3 (orbital 4) and k + Q is on e-FS1 (orbital 3). The enhancement of the AL term is mainly due to the product of χ s 3,4;3,4 (Q) and χ s 4,4;4,4 (0) for Q ∼ (0, π) because both fluctuations develop as shown by the red dotted circle in Fig. 1(c) . Furthermore, the MT term induces the sign change of f (0,π) 3,4 (k) between X and M points, as indicated by previous studies [19, 28, 43] . Thus, the AFB order originates from the cooperation between the AL and MT terms due to the inter-orbital nesting between h-FS3 and e-FS1. This is consistent with the presence of T * in Ba122 and NaFeAs with inter-orbital nesting between e-FS1 and h-FS3, as well as the absence of T * in FeSe, where h-FS3 is missing. As discussed in previous papers [17, 18, 20] , the FO order originates from the AL term including χ s 3,3;3,3 (Q ′ ) for Q ′ = (π, 0). Here, we discuss the q = (0, π) AFB ordered state by introducing the mean-field-like T -dependent form factorf q (T ) = f max tanh 1.74 T * /T − 1 f q cal for T ≤ T * .f q cal is the calculated form factor at T = T * , the maximum absolute value of which is 1. We put f max = 60meV. Figure 4(a) shows the energy dependences of DOS at T = T * (= 32.4meV), 28meV, and 24meV. For T < T * , a pseudogap appears, which is consistent with the ARPES measurement [33] . Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show the FSs and spectral weight under the q = (0, π) AFB order at T = 28meV, respectively. Here, the folded band structure under the AFB order is unfolded to the original two-Fe Brillouin zone by following Ref. [44] . The unfolded results correspond to the ARPES measurements [33, 34, 45] . The pseudogap originates from the elimination of FS due to the band folding under the q = (0, π) AFB order. By the band folding, several Dirac-type bandstructures and shadow bands appear, which is consistent with experiments [45] . cal are presented in SM C [39] . We employ f max = 60meV, which corresponds to the energy split ∼ 60meV between orbitals 2 and 3 reported in the ARPES measurements [1] . The AFB order does not strongly suppress the FO order transition, as discussed in SM B [39] . These predicted multistage nematic transitions are expected to be realized in Ba122 and NaFeAs families.
The T -linear behavior ψ ∝ (T * − T ) for T S < T < T * is due to ψ ∝ [f (0,π) (T )] 2 because the f (0,π) -linear term cannot contribute to the uniform (q = 0) orbital polarization. Therefore, ψ is independent of the sign of f (0,π) . Note that the form factorf (π,0) for q = (π, 0) gives ψ < 0. The T -linear behavior of ψ below T * is consistent with the magnetic torque, X-ray measurements [29] in Ba122, and NMR measurements in Na111 [35] . On the other hand, ψ ∝ √ T S − T for T < T S is induced by the FO order.
Finally, we discuss mechanism of superconductivity. In our previous paper [16] , we proposed the mechanism of s ++ -wave mediated by AFB fluctuations. Therein, we employed the k-independent form factorf q (k) =Ô Γ (Γ = xz, yz, xy), whereÔ Γ is the local charge quadrupole operator. Here, we show that the s ++ -wave is realized by the AFB fluctuations by using the form factor obtained microscopically using the DW equation. The pairing in-teractionV DW originating from the DW susceptibility χ nem (q) ∝ (1 − λ q ) −1 [28] is expanded by the form factor as
where α q =Ī q /(1 − λ q ), and ξ q denotes the correlation length for the q DW state. We put ξ q = 1.0.Ī q is the mean value (f q basis) of the four-point vertex in the kernel of the DW equation as shown in SM D [39] . We solve the Eliashberg equation including the pairing interaction by using the RPA andV DW . Figure 5(b) shows the derived s ++ -wave gap function ∆ as a function of the azimuthal angle θ from the x axis on each FS shown in Fig. 1(a) . The obtained eigenvalue of the Eliashberg equation is λ SC = 3.5 for T = 30meV. In this calculation, we employ realistic parameters: α s = 0.96, λ Q(Q ′ ) = 0.8 for the AFB fluctuations, λ 0 = 0.8 for the FO fluctuations, andĪ q ∼ 25eV, details of which are presented in SM D [39] . The values of λ SC should be reduced when the self-energy for Green's function are introduced. We find that the fullgap s ++ wave is obtained because the obtained AFB fluctuations with large inter and intra (2-4) orbital components give a sizable inter-FS attractive pairing interaction. Thus, we find that the AFB fluctuations with non-local form factor is a novel mechanism of the s ++ wave. The present AFB-fluctuation mechanism is a natural extension of the beyond-Migdal-Eliashberg theory with U-VC developed in Refs. [18, 46] . In future, we will study the mechanism of superconductivity based on the DW fluctuations.
In summary, we studied the origin of the hidden nematic state for T S < T < T * in BaFe 2 As 2 , which is a long-standing unsolved problem. By solving the DW equation, we found that the q = (0, π) AFB order is the origin of the hidden nematic state. By the AFB order, the T dependence of the small nematicity ψ = (n xz − n yz )/(n xz + n yz ) ∝ (T * − T ) observed in the magnetic torque for T S < T < T * as well as the emergence of the pseudogap and shadow band are naturally explained. The phase diagram of Ba122 is understood by the present multistage nematic transitions. In contrast, the hidden nematic order is absent in FeSe, where the d xy -orbital hole pocket disappears. We also found that the AFB fluctuations favor the superconducting s ++ -wave state without sign reversal.
In SM E [39] , the present results obtained using the DW equations are verified by the conserving approximation (CA), where the self-energy is introduced in the Green functionĜ. In the CA framework, the macroscopic conservation laws are satisfied rigorously and unphysical results are avoided.
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Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-8602, Japan A: Eight-orbital models for BaFe2As2 and FeSe Here, we introduce the eight-orbital d-p models for BaFe 2 As 2 and FeSe that are analyzed in the main text. We first derive first-principles tight-binding models by using the WIEN2k and WANNIER90 codes. Next, to obtain the experimentally observed Fermi surfaces (FSs) in FeSe, we introduce the k-dependent shifts for orbital l, δE l , by introducing the intra-orbital hopping parameters, as explained in Ref. [1] . We shift the d xy -orbital band [d xz/yz -orbital band] at (Γ, M, X) points by (−0.6, −0.25, +0.24) [(−0.24, 0, +0.12)] for FeSe. We also introduce the mass enhancement factor z −1 = 1.6 for d xy orbital in the FeSe model. Figure S1 shows the bandstructures of the obtained BaFe 2 As 2 model and FeSe model. Next, we explain the multiorbital Coulomb interaction. The bare Coulomb interaction for the spin channel in the main text is
otherwise.
(S1) Furthermore, the bare Coulomb interaction for the charge channel is
otherwise. (S2) Here, U l,l , U ′ l,l ′ and J l,l ′ denote the first-principles Coulomb interaction terms for d-orbitals of BaFe 2 As 2 given in Ref. [2] .
By using the multiorbital Coulomb interaction, the spin (charge) susceptibility in the RPA is given bŷ
where the irreducible susceptibility is
Here,Ĝ(k) is the multiorbital Green function introduced in the main text. The kernel functionK q (k, k ′ ) [3, 4] is given by
I q (k, k ′ ) is given as
where a s = 3, a c = 1, p = (p, ω l ), andV s(c) (q) =Γ s(c) + Γ s(c)χs(c) (q)Γ s(c) . In Eq. (S6), the first line corresponds to the Maki-Thompson (MT) term, and the second and third lines give the AL1 and AL2 terms, respectively. In the MT term, the first-order term with respect toΓ s,c gives the Hartree-Fock (HF) term in the mean-field theory. Here, we explain the obtained q = (0, π) form factor in BaFe 2 As 2 . Figures S2 (a) in Fig. 3 dominates over these components. As shown Fig. S2 (c) , f q 4,4 and f q 3,3 correspond to the intra-orbital AFB order with the modulation of correlation hopping ±δt along the y direction, respectively.
Next, we show the obtained results under the AFB ordered state for T < T * in the BaFe 2 As 2 model. We introduce the q = (0, π) AFB order in the same way as in the main text:f q (T ) = f max tanh 1.74 T * /T − 1 f q cal for T ≤ T * . Figure S3 shows the T dependence of α s with and withoutf q (T ). The AFB order suppresses α s just slightly, similarly to the result of λ 0 in Fig. 2(a) . Thus, neither χ nem (0) ∝ 1/(1 − λ 0 ) or spin fluctuations χ s ∝ 1/(1 − α s ) shows a sizable anomaly at T = T * , which is consistent with experiments. In contrast, the FO order at T = T S causes a sizable anomaly for χ nem (0) and χ s .
The single-component GL theory considering terms up to the sixth order [5] predicts the second-order transition at T = T * and the meta-nematic transition at T = T S . In the present theory, in contrast, both transitions are second-order owing to the multi-orbital component of the form factor. In addition, the T -linear dependence of ψ for T S < T < T * is naturally explained by the AFB order in our theory.
C: Form factor of FO order
Here, we explain the obtained q = 0 form factor in BaFe 2 As 2 . Figures S4 (a) and (b) show the dominant form factor for q = 0. f 0 4,4 ∝ cos k x − cos k y corresponds to the B 1g bond order of orbital 4 as shown in Fig. S4 (c). Figure S4 (b) shows f 0 3,3 (k x , k y ) = −f 0 2,2 (−k y , k x ), which causes the B 1g FO order n 2 > n 3 in Fig. S4 (d) .
Note that the f 0 3,3 ∝ cos k x − cos k y component is also 
D: Pairing interaction by the DW fluctuations
Here, we explain the formulation for analyzing the superconducting state. We solve the following Eliashberg equation, which includes the RPA pairing interaction and the DW fluctuation pairing interactionV DW with the Figure S5 shows the q dependences of λ q obtained using the RPA at T = T * = 32.4meV (α s = 0.951) and the FLEX approximation at T = 5meV (α s = 0.945, r = 0.680). In the FLEX approximation, we take N = 100 × 100 k-meshes and 1024 Matsubara frequencies. The result of the FLEX approximation is similar to that of RPA employed in the main text. The AFB order f (0,π) is dominant over the FO order f 0 . Thus, the results in the main text are verified in the CA framework. Although we cannot calculate for larger values of r and α s because of the insufficiency of frequency-and k-mesh numbers, the value of λ q will reach unity for larger values of r and α s .
